Job Site Preparation
Before Installation
All Glazing Is Complete
Glazing is complete or substantially complete and intact in the area to have work done.

Glazing Is Clear Of Debris And Trash
No construction materials in contact with glazing - no tape, paint, protection panels, etc. Materials in
contact with glazing shall be removed by others and are not the responsibility of the film installer.

Workspace Is Clear
Move any furniture or equipment to create a minimum 3 ft clear access to the windows on the side
receiving the film.

No Dust
No activity creating dust in the space for 72 hours before install: no sanding, sweeping, grinding, etc.

Caulking Is Dried
Caulking has dried for at least 48 hours.

Access Behind Fixed Features
We will do our best in limited access areas. We will provide a sample to show expected result.

If Conditions Are Not Met
If instructed to install despite these conditions not being met, it is understood that the application of the
glazing film could have a significantly increased amount of airborne contaminates (dust, carpet fibers, etc.)
and is at risk for other potential issues that could affect the outcome of the film installation. We cannot
be held responsible for issues caused by conditions that do not meet our job-site installation
requirements. The contractor agrees that if we install film in dusty conditions, that the additional dust
particles trapped under the film will be considered acceptable. We are not responsible for any resulting
issues such as: excessive dust or fiber particles trapped under film, or damage to film during the caulking
process.

After Installation
Be Mindful Of Work Near The Installed Film
After install, contractor is responsible to protect film. Film needs 30 days to dry and during this period
it is critical to be mindful to protect it from tears and damage resulting from dollies, furniture moving,
window cleaning, or scraping against the film. The repair or replacement of any film damaged by others is
not covered in our scope and there will be a charge to remove and replace.
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